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Marine turtles in Kuriat islands

Sandy coast sheltering nests very favorable 
for nesting

Sandy coast that can exceptionally shelter nests

Rocky coast with small sandy beaches that 
can shelter nests

Sandy coast sheltering nests, less favorable 
for nesting

Rocky coast not favorable for nesting

Marshy coast not favorable for nesting
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In 1997: 11 nests
In 2020: 45 nests

About 2500 hatchlings are born in 
Kuriat islands each year. 

The sex-ratio depends on the incubation 
temperature. In Kuriat islands, the 
proportion of  male births is higher.

The Kuriat archipelago is the main nesting site for marine turtles 
in Tunisia with around forty nests deposed each year. 
The Loggerhead, or Caretta caretta, is the only species of  turtles 
that nests on the islands.
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Tunisia benefi ts from a marine turtle care and rehabilitation center in Monastir, created in 2004 under the supervision of  the Ministry 
of  Agriculture, water ressources and fi sheries, with the collaboration of  INSTM, SPA/RAC and APAL.
Tél. : +216 73 531 867 Fb : INSTM -TunisianSeaTurtleRescueCentre

Stage reached 
by 1% of hatchlings

Rattus rattus

Predation is one of  the many natural obstacles    encountered by 
marine turtles, which also face strong anthropogenic pressures, such 
as interaction with fi shing activity and pollution, collision with boats, 
disturbance or destruction of  nesting sites.

The number of  visitors 
reaches 1000 people 
during weekend in 
summer.

Marking and measurement 
of  females to monitor turtle 
populations in the Mediterranean.
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